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PFC Masterplan y equipamientos socioculturales en Berna, Suiza

VIEW I- GENERAL VIEW OF SCHUTZENMATT SQUARE
VIEW II- NEW MARKET SPACE LINKED TO REITHALLE
VIEW III- ACCESS TO AARE & LINK TO ALTENBERG
VIEW IV- RIVERSIDE EXPLANADE

Multifunctional explanade allowing different activities such as market, annual fun fair and concerts. There will also be a tourist information point under the railway bridge with a tourist bus pick-up point.

Extending the market until the Aare valley slope over the former Schutzenmatt-strasse offering a new sight for the railway bridge previously hidden by the dilapidated buildings that were split on this area.

Remarking the importance of Langmur and Blutturm as last remaining of ancient city fortification with an accessible axis. This axis consists of an inclined lift that starts at street level (+39m) enters in the terrain but allows a lateral sight of Langmur with two intermediate stops. The accessible axis extends over the Aare river with a pedestrian bridge and ends on a vertical lift up to Lorraine bridge.

The inclined lift has a stop at level +5 where a explanade allows small events. At this level the inclined lift has entered the underground and therefore allows free movement to Langmurs stairs. In this view we can see the inclined lift emerging from the terrain as a skylight and integrating itself as part of the project building.

INCLINED LIFT RIVERSIDE ENTRANCE | PLANS & SECTIONS 1:500

LEVEL +5 | INCLINED LIFT STOP II
LEVEL 0 | INCLINED LIFT STOP I

URBAN REPAIR VIEWS | HOW WOULD IT LOOK ALIKE

Lift to passage link to Martinshang
Restaurant
Inclined lift stop IV
Kunstmuseum new entrance
Inclined lift stop III
Commercial
Drug center entrance
Green spot to be covered with a stage in concerts
Skatepark
Bike path
Pedestrian bridge over Aare